[Potentiality of building-up the medical operations system for long-duration space missions by noncontact physiological functions recording during sleep time].
Methods of investigating the physiological functions in space crews on extended missions during night sleep are of much fundamental and practical substance. The design of experiment "Sonocard" utilizes the method of seismocardiography. Purpose of the experiment is to validate the procedures of noncontact in-sleep physiological data recoding which are potent to enhance the space crew medical operations system. The experiment was performed systematically by ISS Russian crew members starting from mission-16. The experimental procedure is easy and does not cause discomfort to human subjects. Results of the initial experimental sessions demonstrated that, as on Earth, sleep in microgravity is crucial for the recovery of body functional reserves and that the innovative technology is instrumental in studying the recovery processes as well as person unique patterns of adaptation to extended space mission. It also allows conclusions about sleep quality, mechanisms of recreation, and body functionality. These data may enrich substantially the information used by medical operators of the space missions control centers.